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Friday, 4 September 2020 
NZ Foam Ltd 
Christchurch 
Attention: Mr. Chris Haughey - Manager 
 
Dear Chris.   
  Re: Compliance of a Skillion Roof Incorporating closed-cell PU Spray- 
  applied Insulation. 
 
We have been informed about a metal-clad roof design that incorporates the use of the spray-
applied PU foam insulation, for which you have a Certificate of Conformity. 
You have asked us to provide an opinion on several matters - 
 

1. Compatibility of the closed-cell PU foam with most typical roofing underlays: 
 On the basis of in-service history, there has been no evidence of incompatibility between 

roof underlays and the closed-cell PU foam; 
2. Possible tenting effect: 
 Based on our testing, there is little likelihood of a ‘tenting effect’ (moisture transmission) 

through the underlay when a most typical synthetic roofing underlay has been used; 
3. Need for support for the underlay under the (metal-clad) roofing: 
 In-service history indicates that no support for the underlay is required since the small 

expansion on the top side of the foam provides support for the underlay. 
4. Potential for condensation: 
 Condensation that could develop on very cold nights on the underside of metal-clad 

roofing, where there is vapour-laden warm air, needs to have some form of ventilation to 
remove the vapour-laden warm air. This can be achieved through the use of either 
mechanical or natural ventilation provided correct design has been followed. 

 The incorporation of spray-applied PU foam to the underside of the underlay helps 
prevent the potential of condensation getting into the roof space. Again, proper 
ventilation design is needed to mitigate any build-up of water vapour laden air. 

5. Compliance with the NZBC: 
 In the opinion of BEAL, when the product has been installed in accordance with the 

manufacturer’s instructions, the roof system will contribute to the building meeting its 
building performance index and more. 
 

A paper describing the use of spray-applied PU Foam to the underside of metal roofing systems, 
together with a document from NZ Foam Ltd showing a typical installation, is attached for 
reference. 
 
Yours Faithfully, 
 
 
 
C R Prouse 
Director 
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Insulated Metal Clad Roofing 

Essential design requirements for compliance  

with the NZBC 
 

All metal roofs are subject to three key environmental influences - first, the temperatures experienced, 

second, the proximity to corrosive atmospheres - especially salt-laden wind, and third, the wind forces 

applicable to the site. When considering the use of metal roofing, each of these needs to be accounted for, 

whether for commercial or residential use. 

 

This paper is focused on the use of NZ Foam spray-applied PU insulation foam applied to the underside of 

metal-clad roofing and what design features need to be incorporated into the design and construction to 

meet New Zealand Building Code requirements (NZBC). 

 

Apart from the air in the Arctic Circle or in the Antarctic, there will always be considerable moisture 

(water vapour) in the air. The amount of moisture will be dependent on the temperature of the air, since 

the warmer the air, the greater the ‘capacity’ of the air to contain moisture. For example, a parcel of air 

near saturation may contain 28 grams of water per cubic metre of air at 30 °C, but only 8 grams of water 

per cubic metre of air at 8 °C. Therefore, when there is a warm day, there will be a higher capacity of the 

air to contain water vapour and this phenomenon is called humidity. Generally, warmer climates have 

higher humidity’s. 

 

However, when the same vapour saturated air, drops in temperature, there will become a point when the 

air’s capacity is reduced to the point that the water vapour will turn into a liquid form - i.e. water droplets. 

Usually, these water droplets will form on the warm moisture saturated side of a surface. In housing, the 

most common surfaces affected by the drop in temperature of water vapour saturated air, are metal roofs 

and of course, single glazed windows. 

In most houses, metal roofs are installed on a sloping frame in the roof - called a “roof truss/ Rafter”. 

The drawing below illustrates how typical metal roofs are installed.  
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First, there is the Timber or Metal framing comprising structural “rafters” (sometimes called the top cord 

of the Truss) and small timber or metal elements called “purlins” that sit-on-top of the rafters - onto which 

the metal roofing is fixed to. The purlins are also used to enable a roofing underlay to be installed over the 

top. Refer to the illustration. 

 

Second, there is a water-impermeable but vapour-permeable roof underlay - a fabric-like sheeting that 

provides the second line of defence against unwanted rain getting into the roof space and falling on the 

unprotected ceiling. It also prevents unwanted air movement from the outside getting into the house 

which can reduce energy efficiency. 

 

Third, there is a metal roofing product, which is available in serval different shapes or profiles. The metal 

roofing is usually fixed down over the underlay onto the purlins. Corrosion-resistant screws, with rubber 

seals, are used, to allow for thermal expansion and contraction that occurs, as well as providing water-

tightness. 

 

Currently, in many house roof spaces, there is no 'mechanical ventilation’ to remove excess moisture in 

this air. To prevent a build-up of moisture-laden air in the roof space, which can lead to unwanted 

condensation inside the house, outside air - containing less water vapour - must be introduced. This is 

usually done by way of passive ventilation or in some cases, by mechanical ventilation. Typically, there are 

a series of vents in the roof overhang (known as a soffit) to allow the outside air in. However, a ridge vent 

- to allow the moisture saturated air out, especially in metal-clad roofs - is often missing, indicating the 

need for better education in this area. 

All new metal roofs need to have either natural or mechanical ventilation into the roof space. 
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Adding Insulation to the underside of the waterproof  

Roof Underlay 
 

In recent times, homeowners have been seeking to improve the overall energy efficiency of an existing or 

new home. One popular solution used in Europe and North America, is the incorporation of air-tight, 

sprayed polyurethane foam, applied by registered applicators, to the basement walls, sometimes the walls 

and especially the underside of the roof, being the roof underlay. 

Typically, 90mm to 110mm thickness or more is applied, depending on the client’s wishes. For example, 

90mm thickness will produce a typical R-Value of 4.29 while 110mm thickness will produce a typical R-

Value of 5.24 – both considerably more than the minimum requirement. 

 

 

 

The advantages of  NZ Foam sprayed foam insulation are: 

• Thermal Resistance is high 

• Economical to apply - especially when wanting airtightness 

• Able to provide an air-tight envelope solution - useful for energy-efficient Passive Houses - 

especially with complex and difficult to access framing 

• Water Resistance is excellent. 

• Durable product. 
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[The document Guidance on Best Practices for the Installation of NZ Foam Spray Polyurethane Foams 

from the Spray Foam Coalition describes a best practice for their application. A copy can be downloaded 

here.] Clearly, there is a need for trained personnel to apply the product properly. 

 

Interestingly, since the foam adheres directly to the underside of the underlay and its expansion upwards 

is minimal, the underlay does not need any support. The first layer of foam sprayed stiffens underlay.  This 

also changes the point at which any un-managed vapour-laden air might develop condensation inside the 

roof space in the event of a fall in air temperature. 

 

The net effect of using NZ Foam spray-applied PU foam to the underside of a roof is a drier, warmer 

interior of the roof space and overall, more energy-efficient home. 

 

 

 

(C) Colin Prouse - Director of BEAL - August 2020. 
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We live in a 1980’s-built brick and tile home and during winter the house is cold, and the 
power bills keep going up and up. During a recent renovation of the house we had the wall 
linings removed and had the batts in the ceiling removed as well. The guys from NZ Foam 
came and sprayed foam insulation in the walls and ceiling and we noticed an immediate 
increase in the warmth of our home. My partner asked me if I had turned the heater on in our 
bedroom because it was so cosy and warm, and I happily said no. Spray foam insulation has 
made a big difference to the warmth and comfort of our home and I would highly recommend 
it.

Mr and Mrs O Dennison
Riccarton
Christchurch   

With a north facing skillion roof, we faced a challenge getting sufficient insulation into a 
narrow roof space that would provide the R rating we desired. After contacting NZ Foam, 
they responded promptly to provide a competitive quote and worked around our tight 
schedule to deliver a quality solution on time. Rob, is a great ambassador for the company 
and couldn't be more friendly and informative throughout the entire process from start to 
finish. NZ Foam are one of the few companies I've encountered that truly understand 
customer care.

Russell Pegler
Ohoka
Canterbury

When we decided to build our dream home, we wanted a superior insulation solution with a 
high RV, and went looking. We found NZFoam products that had very high R values, that 
would prevent air exchanges, loss of heat and wouldn’t crush, slump or deteriorate over time. 
These products were in common use in North America and Canada, so we were confident 
they would suit Christchurch’s cold winters. Whilst traditional insulation was used by our 
Designer and supported by our Builder, we didn’t want to be a “sheep following the heard”
and wanted to make an intelligent insulation choice for our home that would deliver a warmer, 
and dryer home for many years. Side benefits are increased rigidity or strength of our 
building, and sound proofing. After extensive research, we chose the closed cell denser spray 
foam product Demlec Heatlok TX, which NZ Foam installed to code. The team at NZFoam 
worked with our Designer, Builder and Electrical Engineer to spray insulate our home, much 
to the amazement of the construction team. We were very happy with the results, as were the 
Council. Our home is wonderful to live in and our insulation is performing as we had 
dreamed.

Monique and Garry Bond
Christchurch  
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